Our Founder
Ariel Eliana Shevenell, R.N.
QRI™ (“query”): QUANTIFIED RESPONSE INDEX

Captures and measures biosignals associated with
inflamed, painful, congested, and injured tissue.
Our QRI™ (“query”) Full Body Assessment
Signals from the body indicate tissue status and guide
assessment and treatment for efficiency and effectiveness. iScan™ Stress Mapping™ discovers sources and
patterns of tensional reaction, for accurate understanding
of the pain, problem or dysfunction and plan for its relief.

Case below: Lyme infection 12 years brain fog
and low energy + history of major car accident
Pre

Post

Clinical Director
Nurse-Therapist, ACURIT® Therapy
Sonotect iScan™ Diagnostician
Health professional, inventor, engineer, scientist, healer Ariel Eliana (Wilcox) Shevenell discovered and built the
technology that powers the iScan ID™ detection system
and QRI® Stress Mapping™ and Assessment. She identified
the principles underlying the “tissue-itis” that blocks recovery from pain, injury and dysfunction.

You Can Feel Good Again!
with

Access
Health Renewal

Over the past 20 years Ariel has helped thousands recover
with these innovative methods, even in challenging or
resistant cases. Her applications are based in established
science and her research with MIT, Harvard, and others.
The company is a Maine Technology institute awardee.
The

We welcome you to enjoy our gracious
facility and unique healing services!

ACURIT®
Treatment Program
New science-based skills, technologies
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and resources to free your body’s

Scan detects
Congestion,
Irritation, and
Tension in the
left shoulder.
Lyme “cyst”
palpable.
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Cleared!

Dysfunctions
relieved, with the
AHR Treatment
Program. brain
fog cleared, good
energy. Still good
two years later.

The iScan™ is safe, meeting FDA guidelines for pre-market use.

healing responses for recovery

assisting

174 South Freeport Rd. Suite 1A
Freeport ME 04032 207-865-5520

Whole-Body Diagnostic Insight
Validated Resources that Work

Our program combines features
and methods within intensive sessions,
producing rapid and lasting results.

Free Introductory Assessment

contact@accesshealthrenewal.com

207-865-5520 accesshealthrenewal.com

SYNERGISTIC MODALITIES

Tissues are prepared to assist the ACURIT process.

Conditions We Have Assisted Successfully

•
•
•
•
•
•

Pain, Injury, Inflammation
Fibromyalgia, Headache, Migraine, TMJ, Sinus
Nerve impingement, misalignment
Pelvic, Bladder, Rectal and related dysfunctions
Work-related or Soft Tissue Injury, Strain
Problems of Digestive, Nerve, Respiratory and
Physical Mobility Systems
Chronic Infection; Lyme-associated; fungal
Recovery possible even if present for years
Immune, Toxic Exposure
Sensitivities and Challenging Disorders
Sports Injury and Performance Optimization

•
•
•
•

•
•

Immune system stimulated
Tissue warmed and loosened

•

Circulation promoted to clean and nourish

•

Low impact release of toxins

•

Lymphatic flow increased

•

Comfortable, refreshing, and relaxing

Speeds response to our manual techniques, especially
opens extensive access into the intracranial area.

Resources: Steam, Whirlpool, Bio-Mat, Ozone,
Far Infrared Sauna, Hot Stone Massage

NEW SCIENCE: SUCCESSFUL RECOVERY

Our body manages its tissue functions through vast coordination at the molecular level. Mobility responses are directed by
widespread communications that addresses flexibility and
adaptability. When excessive force (accident), irritation or
infection is sensed, survival reactions are triggered instead.
The result is persistent protective tissue resistance. At the
cellular level, our parts can get as tight as steel. It’s why we
don’t explode when we get hit or fall. In our body, once these
defenses are deployed they usually cannot reverse, or “wear
off.” The system doesn’t “reboot” automatically; the alarm
never “turns off.”
Even unaffected areas stiffen, joining in hidden activity to
keep us functioning. We may think we’ve recovered from an
accident, but invisibly a chronic and powerfully damaging
condition of constant irritation and resistance continues.
We describe this as: “Sensors for Trauma are on overload,
Persisting Tissue Inflammation and Stiffness™ -“Stopitis”
being a “tissue-itis” instead of a joint “arthr-itis.”

Affected tissues lock up throughout the body in vicious cycles
of irritation and reaction, interfering with healing, pain relief,
and mobility. At the molecular level, this perpetual stiffness
and resistance is known as the basis of all diseases and dysfunctions. Its condition generates signals that the iScan®
detects, locates and analyzes for diagnostic measurement.

QRI™ ASSESSMENT

Our sensor technology identifies problem
areas and status, assisting diagnostic insight
ACURIT THERAPY™

•

Complete QRI® scan with our patented iScan™

•

Indicates inflammation, dysfunction

•

Identifies hidden infection and congestion

•

Verified with palpation and mobility testing

•

Accurately locates problem origins and maps

• Promotes sequential, progressive response

sequence for effective and efficient treatment

• Gentle, efficient, and effective

Our unique therapy liberates tissue from
persistent tension, nerve irritation, and
trapped infection and congestion

• Triggers biophysical recovery processes
• Tissue dysfunctions reverse and resolve
• Infection and congestion are relieved

• Cycles of tension and irritation eliminated
• Hands-on tissue integration
• Minimizes number of sessions to goal
• Outcome is stable, complete

www.accesshealthrenewal.com

These reactions also exist as a survival mechanism to contain
infection. Such barriers can be maintained indefinitely,
thwarting antibiotics, healing therapies and immune/
elimination responses. Toxins continue to irritate and damage
even though their origins can be unknown without iScan®.
This condition will not yield to manipulation therapies, drugs
or other efforts since the tissue is still receiving messages to
resist. The nervous system and intracranial region are particularly difficult to assist without gaining sufficient access to
unlock tissues for drainage and flow.
Successful recovery requires “rebooting” the defense programming and integrating the relieved tissues. ACURIT®, a
recently discovered process involves techniques to interrupt
“Stopitis” resistance which re-set the frozen response cycles,
liberate resilience and restore normal function and stability.
ACURIT® is designed to Access the Cycle that Unlocks
Resistance and Irritation Targets™ and is the core of the
effective, efficient Access Health Renewal Treatment Program.
Guided by the QRI® Stress Mapping™ and facilitated by
gentle but powerful modalities, our program assists difficult,
challenging cases and boosts response to other therapies.

